
 

 
 

 

The Senior Technical Consultant is a pivotal role within the Solutions and Innovation team, working closely with 

the Service and Project Management teams as the technical expert for product/solution development and 

implementation. 

 

 Presales scoping and estimates 
 Producing statements of work/technical specifications 
 Working with Project Managers to define accurate Project Plans 

 System design 
 Overseeing implementation and technical documentation 
 Ensuring full and thorough handover from project to servicing teams during project completion 
 Coordinating virtual technical resource teams across UK and outsourced team 
 Performing appropriate peer reviews before product ionisation of solutions 

 Analysing data sets 

 Defining processes to read and standardise data within relational databases 
 Designing robust ETL processes that require minimal support and intervention 
 Develop reporting schema and user friendly reporting environments 
 Ensure that all work is fully documented for hand over to Service Management 
 To work as part of a team with the Project Manager in ensuring on time and quality delivery of the 

development project. 
 You will have a duty to learn about the IRI BI delivery platform as well as the other OLAP technologies IRI 

employs 
 

 Strong analytical skills 
 Excellent problem solving skills, using creative solutions to problems 

 Highly self-motivated, accountable and committed 

 Possesses a positive, can-do attitude  
 Technology leadership and mentoring 
 Knowledge of relational database technology and ETL. 
 Knowledge of dimensional design/OLAP/Business Intelligence preferred. 
 Experience using Microsoft SQL Server 2005/08 management tools, building stored procedures using TSQL, 

scheduling jobs, creating robust SSIS packages is essential  

 Graduate in Numerate subject (e.g. Mathematics/Computer Science) is desirable  
 Interest in manipulating differing datasets to solve business issues with the ability to develop creative 

solutions is essential  
 Data warehouse principles and techniques; Star Schema and Kimball is essential  
 Visual Studio .Net 2005/08 is desirable  
 Working with cross functional teams towards a common goal is essential  
 Mentoring and Leadership is desirable 

 



 

IRI is a leading provider of big data, predictive analytics and forward-looking insights that help FMCG, healthcare, 

retailers and media companies to grow their businesses. With the largest collection of purchase, media, social, 

causal and loyalty data, all integrated on an on-demand cloud-based technology platform, IRI guides its clients 

around the world in their quests to remain relevant, capture market share, connect with consumers and deliver 

market leading growth.

 

Our UK Head Office is based in Arlington Square, Bracknell. This is just a short drive from the M4 and a 10-15 
minute walk from Bracknell Train Station. 

 

As well as the technical skills, experience and attributes that are required for the role, our values sit at the core of 

our organisation. Therefore we always look for people who can continuously champion our values through-out the 

business within their day-to-day role:-  

 Collaboration:  
The ability to work as a wider team and consider the business as a whole in every action 

 Personal Development:  
Pro-actively seek out new ways to develop your skills and become more effective within your role 

 Executional Excellence:  
Superb attention to detail with the ability to plan effectively for the future 

 Client Growth:  
Natural ability to nurture client relationships and deliver sustainable business growth to clients  

 Innovation:  
Consistently seek out new ways to approach every task/situation 

 Creativity:  

Continuously challenge the way we do things and how we can make our offering different to our competitors 

  
 Long-term career development in a market-leading organisation. 
 Competitive salary and impressive benefit package to match. 

 Working in an international company with opportunities across the UK and globally. 
 Bespoke training to suit your individual needs and development. 
 Friendly working environment with regular social events planned by our internal social committee through-out 

the year. 

 
 
 

 


